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ComputationAbstract Cell based transport properties have been mathematically addressed. Cell contained
cross boundary diffusion of materials has been explained using valid formalisms and related ana-
lytical expressions have been developed. Various distinguishable physical structures and their prop-
erties raise different general structure speciﬁc diffusion mechanisms and controlled transport related
parameters. Some of these parameters play phenomenological roles and some cause regulatory
effects. The cell based compartments may be divided into three major physical phase states namely
liquid, plasma and solid phase states. Transport of ions, nutrients, small molecules like proteins, etc.
across inter phase states and intraphase states follows general transport related formalisms.
Creation of some localized permanent and/or temporary structures e.g., ion channels, clustering
of constituents, etc. and the transitions between such structures appear as regulators of the trans-
port mechanisms. In this article, I have developed mainly a theoretical analysis of the commonly
observed cell transport phenomena. I have attempted to develop formalisms on general cell based
diffusion followed by a few numerical computations to address the analytical expression phe-
nomenologically. I have then extended the analysis to adopting with the local structure originated
energetics. Independent or correlated molecular transport naturally relies on some general param-
eters that deﬁne the nature of local cell environment as well as on some occasionally raised or tran-
siently active stochastic resonance due to localized interactions. Short and long range interaction
energies play crucial roles in this regard. Physical classiﬁcation of cellular compartments has led
us developing analytical expressions on both biologically observed diffusion mechanisms and the
diffusions’s occasional stochasticity causing energetics. These analytical expressions help us address
the diffusion phenomena generally considering the physical properties of the biostructures across
the diffusion pathways. A speciﬁc example case of single molecule transport and localized interac-
tion energetics in a speciﬁc cell phase has been utilized to address the diffusion quite clearly. This
article helps to address the mechanisms of cell based diffusion and nutrient movements and thus
helps develop strategic templates to manipulate the diffusion mechanisms. Application of the
Phenomenology and energetics of diffusion 667theoretical knowledge into designing or discovering drugs or small molecule inhibitors targeting cell
based structures may open up new avenues in biomedical sciences.
ª 2015 The Author. Production and hosting by Elsevier B.V. on behalf of King Saud University. This is an
open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).1. Introduction
Cell has various structural compartments. The compartments
are divided into three major physical phase states namely
liquid, plasma and solid states. Cell based transport of nutri-
ents, small molecules, ions, etc. across inter-phase and intra-
phase states follows general transport formalisms. Recently,
we have published a paper to address this issue quite in detail
(Ashrafuzzaman, 2015). We shall brief some of the aspects here.
Some localized permanent and/or temporary structures and
time dependent structural transitions also appear as
regulators of the transport mechanisms. The minimum energy
conformation (energy minimization) and stability (often refers
to lifetime) of such structural complexes are found to contribute
heavily into determining their transport properties and thus
regulating the diffusion across them. In this article, I have
developed mainly a theoretical analysis of the cell transport
phenomena (Ashrafuzzaman and Tuszynski, 2012a) from cell
component structural and localized interaction energetic points
of view. To do so we need to present a clear analysis on the cell
based various structural phase states (Ashrafuzzaman, 2015). I
have then attempted to develop formalisms on general cell
based diffusion followed by a special example case of ion chan-
nel (Ashrafuzzaman et al., 2006, 2012, 2014; Ashrafuzzaman
and Tuszynski, 2012b,c; Huang, 1986; Andersen et al., 1999;
Greisen et al., 2011). Ion channels are well known to help a cell
establish communication between different distinguished cell
phase states creating compartments. Ion channels are also
known to help bypass certain phase states that sometimes
may act as a barrier. Ion channels therefore participate directly
in cell based general diffusion. Besides addressing the phe-
nomenological aspects of general transport formalisms, I have
also attempted to address the issue energetically.
As a speciﬁc example case we can try to address the cell
membrane transport. Physical properties of lipid bilayers reg-
ulate integral membrane protein functions in a manner that
depends on the hydrophobic coupling between the bilayer
and the membrane proteins. Fig. 1 demonstrates such cases
for special types of ion channels. Thus the membrane which
is a plasma state may be bypassed by nutrients through some
membrane residing temporary structures. The channels
residing across membrane make passages for ions and various
nutrients (Fig. 1). To address this issue we have theoretically
developed a method to calculate the coupling energy between
a lipid bilayer membrane and an integral transbilayer
b-helical gramicidin A (gA) ion channel immersed in an aque-
ous phase using the screened Coulomb interaction often used
in solving interactions between particles in a many-body con-
densed matter system (Ashrafuzzaman and Tuszynski,
2012b). This analysis proves that the localized structural
changes as observed near the transport events play a crucial
role to determine the transport phenomena. But it is also true
that such structural changes appear due to mainly various
physical processes like intercomponent charge basedinteractions, elastic coupling of the participating agents, local-
ized aqueous dielectric condition, etc. Our theoretical calcula-
tion indicates that any change in the localized energetics of
such an ion channel type structure is due to perturbations in
the physical properties of the bilayer or/and gA channels
should reﬂect through changes in the structural stability. In
laboratory we can detect such structural changes in terms of
lifetime of the structure, e.g., see the channel stability
addressed in Ref. (Ashrafuzzaman and Tuszynski, 2012b).
2. Cell based structures and classiﬁed physical states
Biological cell has various components. Those can be classiﬁed
into various physical structural classes. A detailed structural
analysis may help them to be grouped among solid, liquid
and plasma phase states. Fig. 2 shows model representation
of a cell’s various components. The general cell structure is
quite known for sometime but analysis on the physical states
of these structural components is yet to be made or known
poorly. Here we shall make a biophysical analysis of this bio-
logical issue.
2.1. Cell’s general structures
All cells are enclosed by cell envelopes which consist of cell
walls covering plasma membranes. Both of the prokaryotic
and eukaryotic cells have membranes. A membrane primarily
separates the interior of a cell from the exterior, it regulates
the selective movements of particles across it, and most impor-
tantly maintains an electric potential of the cell. The inside
world is a combination of various structures as schematized
in Fig. 2.2.2. States of the general cell structures and related interactions
Biological cells are generally considered as soft matter. When
we see a cell we in fact see its outside look that means we
see the cell membrane. Beyond the membrane, in the cell’s dis-
sected state, there found to exist various things as shown in
Fig. 2. These cellular constituents fall in different physical
structure categories. Solid, liquid, and gas are the major phys-
ical states. Between solid and liquid there exists another state
called plasma state. All these states appear with certain physi-
cal properties, certain kinds of inter particle interactions, cer-
tain types of shapes and sizes, etc. The mechanical and
electrical properties of various states are also different. In a cell
we ﬁnd all of these states but gas. Some of these mentioned cel-
lular structures permanently fall within a state while others
temporarily or to be more speciﬁc many structures experience
transitions between states. Sometimes some of the building
blocks of any structure fall in a physical state class but the col-
lective structure may not necessarily fall in the same class
rather they are often found to be falling in a different state.
d0 l
Figure 1 Cell membrane bilayer deforms at the bilayer gA channel coupling area which incurs an energetic cost. The upper panel shows
a lipid bilayer without any integral membrane protein. Lower panel shows a bilayer with integral gA monomers and dimers of different
lengths. When gA channels are formed inside a lipid bilayer, the bilayer conducts a current pulse with a speciﬁc average pulse width (gA
channel lifetime) and height (gA channel conductance) depending on the gA channel type (the number of amino acids in the structures of
gA monomers). Two types of gA monomers are schematically structured here to produce two gA channels of different lengths (l). d0 is the
unperturbed thickness of the bilayer.
Figure 2 Schematic diagram of a cell showing different parts
(taken from Ref. Ashrafuzzaman and Tuszynski, 2012a). In no
way any component schematized here represents the true structure
observed in biological cell. PM: Plasma membrane, CP: cyto-
plasm, VC: vacuole, LS: lysosome, RB: ribosome, MC: mitochon-
drion, GA: Golgi apparatus, RER: rough endoplasmic reticulum,
SER: smooth endoplasmic reticulum, NC: nucleus, NM: nuclear
membrane, NP: nucleoplasm, CM: chromatin, NL: nucleolus. The
constituents shown here are found in an animal cell. In plant cell in
addition to all these chloroplasts with photosynthesis ability exist.
A plant cell (not an animal cell) also consists of a cell wall
surrounding the plasma membrane which provides tensile strength
and protection against mechanical and osmotic stress.
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Solid means something rigid in structure. Its general shape,
size and structure are visibly nonchangeable at a certain ther-
modynamic condition. Protein structure and certain clusters
like ion channels, etc. fall in solid state structure category.
These structures are generally rigid, show physical stiffness
and pose to follow most of the general physics mechanics laws
like those of oscillator’s motion following Hooke’s law, for
example. To obtain an in depth understanding one can readfrom various articles like Refs. (Castellani et al., 2002;
Delaglio et al., 2000; Grifﬁn, 1998; Shen and Bax, 2007).
2.2.2. Liquid state structure
Cytoplasm and nucleoplasm are liquids. They provide support
to cell’s internal structures playing the role of a medium for
their suspension. They hold various non liquid substances
but the liquids pose to have most of the liquid state character-
istics. Although it is generally a gel type liquid its main part is
cytosol consisting of huge amount of water, ions, etc.
(Goodsell, 1991).
2.2.3. Plasma state structure
Cell membrane consists of lipids. Mitochondrial and nuclear
membrane both behave as barrier but the barrier properties
are subject to perturbation. The structure of membrane follows
some average geometric properties but within there is found a
lot of dynamic nature. Membrane therefore is not a true liquid,
nor is it a solid. It rather takes the properties of a plasma state
or we often refer it as a liquid crystal structure. The famous
ﬂuid mosaic membrane model was the ﬁrst such successful
cell’s plasma state demonstration (Singer and Nicolson,
1972). The readers are also encouraged to read about subse-
quent developments that are explained in various studies listed
in Refs. e.g., (Ashrafuzzaman and Tuszynski, 2012a,b,c;
Ashrafuzzaman et al., 2006).
The above mentioned three different kinds of structures are
usually found in cell constituents and we can simply say the
above mentioned three structures together make a cell. Most
of the disease states therefore occur in mainly these three states.
Physical properties of those states are quite explainable or
understandable using various physics laws e.g., Hooke’s law
for mechanical properties, Coulomb law for electrostatic inter-
action related properties, laws of general diffusion for the states
of density imbalances, etc. (Huang, 1986; Andersen et al., 1999;
Ashrafuzzaman et al., 2012, 2014; Greisen et al., 2011).
Therefore, application of various physics laws to understanding
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Similarly, the discovery of drugs to target cellular structures
which are nothing but certain physical states requires the con-
sideration of physics based mechanisms. The most important
aspect of cell based communication occurs through general
and controlled cell transport among various cell based com-
partments. We aim to address this issue here quite rigourously.
3. General analytical analysis and speciﬁc mathematical
modelling of the cellular transport
Earlier we found that cell structure consists of various distin-
guishable physical states. Here we shall address how the trans-
port phenomena naturally occur due to self regulated localized
pro- and anti-barrier physical properties.
3.1. General representation of inter phase physical barriers and
related analytic expressions
The cell based structural phase states have been reported to be
of three different kinds namely liquid, plasma and solid phase
states. General cell based diffusion requires cell constituents to
diffuse in and across the mentioned three main phase states.
Fig. 3 demonstrates the possible interphase diffusion, see the
directions of arrows.
3.1.1. Analytic expressions to address transport phenomena
across physical barriers
For inter phase diffusion that is while diffusing across a
boundary separating two phases there are two probabilitiesInter Phase diffusion in a Cell  
Plasma 
Solid 
Liquid 
Figure 3 Diffusion happens between different phases across the
inter phase boundaries in a cell. Here three equal sized spheres
(size of sphere is chosen arbitrarily) represent three phases namely
liquid, plasma and solid state structural phases. The background
large sphere represents the cell environment which largely falls
within liquid type structural phase.of ﬁnding any speciﬁc cell constituent in two phase states. If
we assume these probabilities are Ps,1 and Ps,2, respectively,
in two phases states s,1 and s,2, respectively, then it is obvious
that both of these probabilities are proportional to the mobil-
ities of the constituents in both phase sates. That is,
Ps;1  ls;1; or; Ps;1 ¼ ks;1ls;1
Ps;2  ls;2; or; Ps;2 ¼ ks;2ls;2
In case of no extra inter phase barrier except for the differ-
ences in properties of various parameters determining the two
phases we can assume at the boundary the following:
ks;1 ¼ ks;2
As a result,
Ps;1
ls;1
¼ Ps;2
ls;2
This case follows from the diagrammatic representation for
the mobility dependence of probability function as presented
in Fig. 3. In this consideration,
Ps;1
ls;1
¼ Ps;2
ls;2
This case follows from the diagrammatic representation for
the mobility dependence of probability function as shown in
Fig. 4. To understand easily, we can compare this with the con-
dition of a frozen sea where the surface contains the solid
phase (frozen water) above the liquid water phase. At the con-
tact it is just a line where two phases are separated from each
other where each phase exists with viscous properties speciﬁc
for it.
In a cell there are compartments meeting each other but
there exists buffer zones in between compartments. So at the
junction of two phases there exists a buffer zone. These buffer
zones, though by usual deﬁnition are considered as neutral
zones, actually create zones of compromises in which distinc-
tive compartments merge. If the phases are too distinctive
types the buffer zone plays a considerably important role to
couple the two zones on its both sides. In general, we can con-
sider a cell membrane to create a buffer zone between cellulars,1      s,2 
Ps,1, µs,1
Ps,1, µs,1
Figure 4 The two phase states s,1 and s,2 are different by only
the differences of the mobilities of the constituents there. Central
step down here is just to show the difference in mobilities of the
constituents, not to include any (forward or reverse acting) extra
interphase barrier.
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states may not necessarily have exactly identical biochemical
and biophysical properties but both fall in liquid phase state
class. Like cell membrane mitochondrial membrane also sepa-
rates two identical phase states. The lipid constructed mem-
branes, without considering the membranes’ sole transport
properties, make completely insulating barriers for con-
stituents trying to cross across the membrane. But as the mem-
brane is a pretty thick (3–5 nm) zone and it has already a
different phase state (plasma phase state) constituents, while
entering into cell, already face a buffer zone existing at the
boundary of cellular exterior liquid phase state and mem-
brane’s plasma phase state. In this junction or buffer zone
the constituents may not experience the conditions in either
cellular exterior liquid phase state or membrane’s plasma
phase state but a condition that partially holds properties of
both phase states. Therefore, the viscous friction and as a
result the mobility function may have a different form or value
at this buffer zone. This case follows from the diagrammatic
representation for the mobility dependence of probability
function as shown in Fig. 5.
In case of the presence of buffer zone, we see the previous
mathematical formulas addressing the probability functions
for 100% diffusion of the constituents to either phase from
buffer zone take the following forms:
ps;1 ¼ ls;1=ðls;1 þ ls;2Þps;1=s;2
ps;2 ¼ ls;2=ðls;1 þ ls;2Þps;1=s;2
Here ps,1/s,2 is the probability of the constituent to be at the
boundary of two states. Therefore, the two new probability
functions ps,1 and ps,2 are conditional probabilities of the con-
stituents to get diffused to states s,1 and s,2, respectively from
the buffer zone.
Here for simplicity we can assume mobility to be constant.
This mobility is nothing but the inverse of the viscous friction
of the medium. Here we have considered the probability of the
constituent to be at any point within a state is equal. Analytic
expression for determination of such mobility factor ls,i (ls,1,
ls,2, etc.) depends on the structures of the corresponding state.s,1      s,2 
ps,1, µs,1     
ps,1, µs,1     
Figure 5 The two phase states s,1 and s,2 are different by only
the differences of the mobilities of the constituents there. Central
step down with a thicker line here (not just a demarcation line like
that in previous Fig. 3) is to show the presence of a buffer zone
that consists of properties of both phases of its left and right sides.3.1.2. Permanent trap in a phase state
In special case of unidirectional ﬂow the constituents may get
trapped permanently inside a phase state. If we assume the
constituents to be transferring from the liquid state (LS, s,0)
to any other two states, plasma state (PS, s,1) or solid state
(SS, s,2) we can assume the following:
ps;1=s;0 ¼ js;1=s;0 Ps;0
ps;2=s;0 ¼ js;2=s;0 Ps;0
where Ps,0 is assumed to be the probability function at liquid
state. js,1/s,0 and js,2/s,0 are functions that are determined by
the partition co-efﬁcients active at the buffer zones of bound-
aries created between states s,1 and s,0, and states s,2 and s,0,
respectively. We know that the physical science deﬁnition of a
partition (or occasionally referred as distribution)-coefﬁcient
is the ratio of constituent concentration in a mixture of two
phases. If the phases are too distinctive types the buffer zone
plays a considerably important role to couple the two zones
from its both sides. If we consider the concentration of a cell
constituent in s,0 is greater than that at s,1 or s,2, we can assume
that the constituent experiences a unidirectional, s,0ﬁ s,1 or,
s,0ﬁ s,2 ﬂow. In that case, the following conditions apply:
0  js;1=s;0  1
0  js;2=s;0  1
Then the previously mentioned state probability functions
can be revised, for 100% diffusion into either state from the
buffer zone, as
ps;1 ¼ ls;1=ðls;1 þ ls;0Þjs;1=s;0 Ps;0
ps;2 ¼ ls;2=ðls;2 þ ls;0Þjs;2=s;0 Ps;0
If the constituent instead of experiencing regular diffusion
experiences interaction with various interaction causing poten-
tial sites in the state we have to develop an expression for the
mobility factor which takes a complicated form. Later we shall
develop such expressions.
3.2. General representation of intra phase physical barriers and
related analytic expressions
In a phase state, several sub-states within the classiﬁed phase
category (see Fig. 3) may exist (Ashrafuzzaman, 2015). In this
case like Fig. 3 we may have several boundaries for the con-
stituents to cross within same phase class. Fig. 6 has been
shown to represent such sub-phase states and the intra phase
boundaries in a major cell phase state.
3.2.1. Analytic expressions to address transport phenomena
across sub-phase state physical barriers
For intra phase diffusion that is while diffusing across a
boundary separating two sub-phases there are two probabili-
ties of ﬁnding any speciﬁc cell constituent in two sub-phase
states. For simplicity and of course often realistic, we assume
that a major proportion of the classiﬁed phase state is occupied
by a sub-phase state denoted as SPS,0 and constituents usually
diffuse across the boundaries of SPS,0 (ss,0) and other sub-
phase states, e.g., SPS,1 (ss,1), SPS,2 (ss,2), . . ., etc. In this case
if we assume that the probabilities of constituents to be in SPSs
Intra phase diffusion in a Cell  
SSP,1 
SSP,0 SSP,3 
SSP,2 
Figure 6 Diffusion happens between different sub-phases across
the intra phase boundaries/inter sub-phase boundaries in a
classiﬁed cell phase like liquid or plasma or solid phase. Here we
have schematized various intra solid phases or sub-solid phases
(SSPs) within classiﬁed solid phase of a cell. SSP,0 represents
major proportion of SSP whereas SSP,1, SSP,2, SSP,3, . . ., etc.
(SSP,1-3 are shown here, as examples) represent various intra solid
phases. The intra phase diffusion across the intra phase bound-
aries follows different quantitative but almost identical qualita-
tively mechanism as are explained for the diffusion across inter
phase boundaries. Bidirectional arrows show the directions to
which the diffusion may take place.
Figure 7 Plot of (1/js,i/s,0) ps,i/Ps,0 as a function of ls,i/ls,0.
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ﬁnd the following relation:
pss;1 ¼ lss;1=ðlss;1 þ lss;0Þpss;1=ss;0
pss;2 ¼ lss;2=ðlss;2 þ lss;0Þpss;2=ss;0
etc:
Here pss,1/ss,0, pss,1/ss,0,. . ., etc. are the probabilities of the
constituents to be at the boundaries of ss,1/ss,0, ss,2/ss,0,. . .,
etc. Therefore, the new probability functions pss,1 and pss,2,. . .,
etc. are conditional probabilities of the constituents to get dif-
fused into ss,1, ss,2,. . ., etc., respectively, from their buffer zones
with ss,0. lss,0, lss,1, lss,2, . . ., etc. are mobilities of the con-
stituent in ss,0, ss,1, ss,2, . . ., etc., respectively. Here for simplic-
ity we can assume mobility within a speciﬁc SPS to be constant.
3.2.2. Permanent trap in a sub-phase state
In a special case where the constituents get permanently
trapped inside any SPS and as we assume the constituents to
get transferred from ss,0 to any of ss,1, ss,2, . . ., etc. we can
assume the following:
pss;1=ss;0 ¼ jss;1=ss;0pss;0
pss;2=ss;0 ¼ jss;2=ss;0pss;0
etc:
Here, as explained earlier, jss,1/ss,0, jss,1/ss,0, . . ., etc. are
functions that are determined by the partition co-efﬁcients
active at the buffer zones of boundaries created between ss,1
and ss,0, ss,2 and ss,0,. . ., etc., respectively. And,0  jss;1=ss;0  1
0  jss;2=ss;0  1
Then the previously mentioned sub-state probability func-
tions can be revised as
pss;1 ¼ lss;1=ðlss;1 þ lss;0Þjss;1=ss;0pss;0
pss;2 ¼ lss;2=ðlss;2 þ lss;0Þjss;2=ss;0pss;0
etc:4. Numerical computation and general trends of probability
functions related to the cell transport
The cell transport phenomena as addressed earlier raise some
theoretical probability functions that are able to address the
diffusion based on localized physical conditions of biophysical
states. We shall address a few such functions here.
4.1. Phase state probability functions
We shall present here the numerical computation results and
show the trends of the phase state probability functions in case
of permanent trap, as mentioned earlier. According to the ana-
lytical expressions developed earlier, we get the trapping prob-
ability in a state s,i as
ps;i ¼ ls;i=ðls;i þ ls;0Þjs;i=s;0 Ps;0
We need to plot the normalized expressions of ps,i, (1/js,i/s,0)
ps,i/Ps,0 = 1/(1 + ls,0/ls,i) = 1/(1 + 1/(ls,i/ls,0)) (see Fig. 7).
The plot suggests clearly that ps,i 6 Ps,0. The value of ps,i
depends also on the parameter js,i/s,0 which is related to the
partition coefﬁcient.
4.2. Sub-phase state probability functions
We shall present here the numerical computation results and
show the trends of the sub-phase state probability functions
in case of permanent trap, as mentioned earlier. We need to
plot the normalized expressions of pss,i which is,
pss;i ¼ lss;i=ðlss;i þ lss;0Þjss;i=ss;0 pss;0
¼ lss;i=ðlss;i þ lss;0Þjss;i=ss;0ls;i=ðls;i þ ls;0Þjs;i=s;0 Ps;0
Here pss,0 is the probability for the constituents to be in the
most common sub state ss,0 within sate s,i and therefore
pss,0 = ls,i/(ls,i + ls,0) js,i/s,0 Ps,0 (see earlier).
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ð1=jss;i=ss;0Þð1=js;i=s;0Þpss;i=Ps;0¼lss;i=ðlss;iþlss;0Þjss;i=ss;0 ls;i=
ðls;iþls;0Þ¼ f1=ð1þ1=
ðlss;i=lss;0Þgf1=ð1þ1=ðls;i=ls;0ÞÞg
(1/jss,i/ss,0)(1/js,i/s,0) pss,i/Ps,0 requires to get plotted in three
dimensional (x,y,z) space where the function is plotted for two
factors lss,i /lss,0 along x-axis and ls,i /ls,0 along y-axis. See
Fig. 8.
By comparing the probability values from two different
cases namely in a classiﬁed phase state and in a sub-phase state
it becomes clear that the value decreases in the latter case. The
deeper the constituents penetrate the lesser is the probability
value to be found. ‘Deeper’ has been used here to mean more
sub states to be crossed through by the cell constituents. The
values of probabilities further need to be normalized with
the values of jss,i/ss,0 and js,i/s,0. Phase state properties appear
as strong regulators of cell based diffusion.
5. Ion channel energetics to regulate cell based nutrient diffusion
In previous sections, we have developed a few probability func-
tions that can be generalized to demonstrate particles’ observ-
able probability in a certain phase state. Ion channel can also
be physically engaged in regulating all these probability func-
tions. The existence and non existence of the conducting ion
channels across mainly cell membranes can be two distinguish-
able states within a class of structural phase, plasma state. The
existence of ion channels also represents a probable state that
relies on many factors like the density of ion channel construct-
ing materials e.g., peptides, membrane proteins, membrane
physical state, types of constituents like lipids, cholesterol, etc.
that create membrane barrier, physical properties like charge
density on lipid molecules, membrane surface charge density,
membrane thickness, etc. Here the ion channel existence relative
to non existence may be, in special case, considered as relative
existence of active channels in comparison with inactive (or
not constructed properly) channels. Without the existence of
channels diffusion across the membrane barrier still exists but
the presence of channels enhances the process and probablyFigure 8 Plot of (1/jss,i/ss,0)(1/js,i/s,0) pss,i/Ps,0, along vertical axis,
for lss,i/lss,0, along x-axis, and ls,i/ls,0, along y-axis.appear as the premier regulator of the transport properties.
Therefore, certain properties in the ion channel formation
implicitly or explicitly may get coupled to the conventional
probability functions developed earlier for nutrient diffusion.
Ion channel contributions into those probability functions
certainly rely on the stability of channels inside cell membrane
region. There comes the localized energetics or speciﬁcally
speaking the locally supplied energy (DGI,II) that is primarily
discovered recently to determine or regulate ion channel stabil-
ity (for details see Ashrafuzzaman and Tuszynski, 2012a,b).
This energy is termed as ‘free energy’ for a channel to transfer
from active or open (conducting) state to inactive or closed
(nonconducting) state and it enters into the scenario directly
to determine the channel lifetime s following the relation:
s  expfDGI;II=kBTg
Theoretical determination of DGI,II therefore is very impor-
tant to address the channel lifetime/stability. Origins of such
energies are recently detected, using molecular dynamic simu-
lation of the complex, in charge properties of the membrane
active agents and the membrane constituent lipids
(Ashrafuzzaman et al., 2012, 2013, 2014). Stable ion channels
certainly contribute more into cell compartment diffusion
and the probability of intercompartment diffused particles as
addressed earlier gets regulated. A clear coupling between
these two factors namely, channel stability and particle proba-
bility functions requires extended theoretical works which are
in process of being developed by us. Here I wish to address
how this channel stability can be detected using localized
parameters that determine the energy DGI,II.
The most dramatic theoretical result is found in a recent
study (Ashrafuzzaman and Tuszynski, 2012b) where we
observe that DGI,II exponentially increases with the increase
of (geometric mismatch term) d0  l:
DGI;II  expfd0  lg
We also observe that DGI,II gets regulated due to charge
properties of the participating agents that help channels to
be constructed and stabilized following:
DGI;II  ðqL=qMÞs
where s= 1, 2, etc. for the ﬁrst, second, etc. order lipid screen-
ing that determines the number of lipids on membrane surface
under interactions with channel, respectively. Here, qL is cell
membrane constructing lipid charge, qM stands for gA mono-
mer charge. There are also other factors that regulate ion chan-
nel stability. The readers are highly encouraged to know the
details from Refs. (Ashrafuzzaman and Tuszynski, 2012a,b).
We have developed a common theoretical platform to
address the components that regulate the ion channel stability
which indirectly participate in regulating cell based trans-
port/diffusion mechanisms. Cell membrane active general
agents, chemicals, drugs, etc. may also appear as regulator of
such ion channels via changing the localized energetics.
Earlier developed probability functions certainly require to
draw information from cell based membrane residing ion
channel physical properties. A rather complicated theoretical
analysis may solve the issue. In this article, we just wished to
draw the attention. Therefore, we would not cover the details
of such theoretical manipulation of the probability functions.
In future when we have completed such analysis we shall
certainly present the developments in other publications.
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We have developed here a general explanation on the cell
based physical barriers and address the transport mechanisms
across these barriers based on the physical phase state classiﬁ-
cation of the cell compartments. A clear cross examination
between biological components and physical concepts have
helped to inspect the issue rigorously which has been presented
here in detail. A few cell based transport related functions like
mobility, probability, etc. have been developed theoretically.
These derived novel functions have also been inspected compu-
tationally and their trends are presented in various plots. Ion
channel involvement in regulating cell based transport mecha-
nisms has also been addressed. Energetics of channel stability
is found to rely on localized components that get involved in
constructing and stabilizing ion channels. The various proba-
bility functions related to the cell transport phenomena there-
fore are predicted to be dependent on not only geometrical
aspects, phase state aspects but also the localized energetic
aspect. A clear connection between all these parameters is
yet to be done. Ion channel energetics is predicted to regulate
the diffusion raised nutrient probability functions in various
cell compartments. This theoretical article will certainly help
us understand the cell based diffusion clearly and may open
up some novel concepts that may be helpful for drug discovery
and medical scientists.
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